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Synopsis

The formula for the velocity increase of a projectile accelerated

by the single z-pinch between the cylindrical electrodes is established.

This formula enables one to consider the necessary stages in the

cylindrical electrode array of the accelerator for a required velocity.
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§1 Introduction

Efficient acceleration of projectile to hypervelocities by electro-

magnetic means is one of the most important subjects for the impact fusion

which aims to produce controlled thermonuclear power triggered by the

use of hypervelocity impact event.

A novel kind of electromagnetic accelerator with axisymmetry called

the ablation mass driver (AMD) is designed by the use of Z-pinch between

the cyclindrical electrodes. The advantages of this axisymmetric accele-

rator compared with the standard rail gun are as follows; In the axisym-

metric case 1) the plasma spilling over the nose of the projectile is

inhibited because there is no gap for the plasma to penetrate past the

projectile in the cylindrical electrode arrangement, 2) there is another

acceleration force by the rocket effect from the flowing out plasma through

the fitld-null- line of the azimuthal magnetic field in the direction

opposite to the projectile acceleration and 3) the break down voltage

along the insulator surface between the electrodes does not depend on

the size of the projectile although the diameter of the projectile is

the distance of the rails in the case of rail gun so that the small projec-

tile is rather hard to accelerate by the rail gun because of the low flash

over voltage along the short insulator surface.

The purpose of this work is to calculate the velocity of the projec-

tile accelerated by AMD. We review the equation of motion coupled with

the circuit equation for AMD in §2. We calculate the inductance of the

accelerator in §3. An analytical calculation of the equations for AMD

is performed in §4, and we discuss the attainable velocity in §5. Through-

out this paper, the standard cylindrical coordinate system (r,9,z) is

used.

§2 Review of the Ablation Mass Driver and the Basic Equations

Although the original AMD has not any projectile injector which gives

the initial velocity to the projectile in the first electrode in the cylin-

drical elctrode array, we should think the employment of injector in the

first electrode since most of the electrode erosion occurs in the low

velocity section of the accelerator.
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A schematic drawing of an improved AMD system is shown in Fig.l which

shows the explosive injector in the first electrode. This means that the

projectile can have a velocity, v , along the axis of symmetry of the

accelerator as an initial condition. This axis is taken to be z axis

in this work. Moreover, this new version has the cylindrical insulators

covered with the ferromagnetic cylinders. These ferromagnetic materials

can increase in inductance of the discharge circuit by a factor more than

1000, because the plasma current flowing through the cylindrical insulator

magnetizes the ferromagnetic material if the resistivity of the material

is sufficiently high. The rate of the current rise time of the circuit

is now controllable by the occupied volume of the ferromagnetic material

in the discharge chamber. At the same time the strength of the insulating

cylinder for radially expanding force is significantly improved by the

ferromagnetic cylinder as a guard ring.

The equation of motion of projectile in the accelerating barrel is

f ( M f > f ln(, , (1)
dt dt 2TT r

where I is the total current in the plasma brim, M the mass of the projec-

tile including ablator and the plasma, a the radius of the cylindrical

barrel and r the radius of plasma stem. Here the skin plasma current

along the plasma stem is assumed. The quantity u is the magnetic permea-

bility of the vacuum.

The obeying equation for plasma current is

d 2
— (LI) + - = 0 (2)
dt2 C

where L is the inductance of the circuit including the plasma column,

the ferromagnetic cylinder and the current carrying barre1 and C is the

capacitance of the capacitor as a current source. Initially, i.e. at t=0,

the capacitor is charged up to the voltage,V , by a high voltage generator.

§3 Calculation of the Inductance

In order to solve the equation of motion, (1), coupled with the
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equation for plasma current, (2), we need to know the inductance, L, of

the accelerator. The inductance of a current-carrying circuit with axial

symmetry is

4ii f
L = -^ IF rdrdz , (3)

where F = HdB. (4>

o

Here, B and H are the magnetic induction field and the magnetic field

intensity, respectively, in MKS units.

We now need to describe the structure of the accelerator in order

to culculate the inductance. In Fig.2 the structure of the accelerator

is schematically drawn, wherethe capacitor with capacitance, C, is charged

up to the voltage, V , by a set of voltage supplier, i.e. the batteries.

The 1st and the 2nd electrodes are electrically insulated by both a

voluminous ferromagnetic insulator and a sufficiently thin, washer-like

insulator, respectively.

To facilitate the analytical considerations of the dynamical behavior

of the accelerating projectile, we assume an idealized, constitutive

equation for the ferromagnetic material such that the relation between

B and H in the material is linear, i.e.

(5)

Then, the expression for the inductance reduces to

L = — [ rdr dz — H + rdr dz ^ H ] . (6)
I 'r '- t -h •'a -"-h

P 1

Here, we neglect the magnetic interactions among the electrodes,the connec-

ting wires and the capacitor.

For the magnetic field intensity given by
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the expression for inductance now becomes

L = L [ l+3z ] , (8)

where

T . — < U ft — _ • / l _ i O \ n -» "

and

p
6 = ( -r^ Jin — ) / L

2n r o

It should be noted that the quantity g becomes approximately

*„ J

for h>> {. . This me^ns that gz is sufficiently less than unity if

z/h < 103.

§4 Analysis

So long as the time dependence of the projectile mass is neglected,

Eq. (1) is reduced to

And Eq. (2) reduces to

We difine a dimensonless distance C:

z = hC . (12)
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By introducing a small parameter esuch that

e = Bh << 1 , (13)

we obtain the solutions of Eqs. (10) and (11) in the form of

1 = 1 + El + E I. + ... , (15)
O 1 Z.

where v is the initial velocity of projectile injected into the 2nd

electrode, S.( j=l,2 ... ) and I.( j=l,2 ... ) are the solutions of

Eqs. (10) and (11) for successive orders of e. We, then, get the solva-

ble equations for I and S ,

o 1

,2 dl I
d I n • ~" ° + — = 0 (16)
dt2 ' ° d t CLo

and

dSn L I2

with the initial conditions ( i.e. at t=0 )

and S = 0 .
dt L,

o

When CL B v << 1 the solution of Eq. (16) is found to be
o o

Q

I = — exp (-0v t ) sin Bt, (18)
o mL o

o
. 2 1 2 2
where M = — - 0 v Q .

o

In this case we have from (17)

V 1-B2v2 CL

° ° °

I
o

= 0
d l

o
' dt

V
_ o
~ L

o

Mh 0) L
o

exp(-20v t)
l+3v CL ( (i)sin2ut - Bv cos2ut) } ] . (19)

o o o4gv o o —"•"•—"<- ^ o
o
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We should note from the relation (9) that the increase of projec-

tile velocity, Av, in the 2nd electrode tends to be

dz
AV -= dl ' Vo
c vo

•+ — 2 / (2Mv ) , (20)
2 o

provided that the length of the 2nd electrode, I , satisfies the

inequality

^ > 1 .
h V

A physical"meaning of the expression (20) is that the increase of pro-

jectile velocity in a single electrode is the ratio between the energy

suplied by capacitor and two times of the injected momentum into the

accelerating electrode.

Quite similar conclusion to the expression (19) is obtained for

the case of CL R v > 1,which is not discussed here.

§5 Discussions on the Attainable Velocity with Respect to the

Accelerator Length

The expressions (20) and (21) enable one to consider the necessary

stages of the accelerator for a required velocity. The inequality

(21) suggests a choice of the ferromagnetic material with respect to

the ratio 1 /h which is the electrode length devided by the length

of the cylindrical insulator.

In general we can show the velocity of projectile in an accelerator

with n-th accelerating gaps as follows. From the expression (20) we

write the velocity increase in the j-th electrode as

( Av). = 1- (22)

where A. = CV /4M, and v._ is the velocity of the projectile at the

inlet of the (j+l)-th electrode. And the final velocity, v , accele
n

rated by the n-staged accelerator is described by
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n
v = v + Z (Av). (23)

Using the formula (23), the final velocity attained in a 5-staged

accelerator, for example, becomes

Y Y Y
v = v

 r n ' " ' — — *• ! -1" —
5 c

1+Y

] ,

i ^ x r i n 1+y+ _y_ '24»

where Y is assumed to be a constant defined by

"> 2
y - (CV ' ) / (4Mv ) . i7 S )

o o

§6 Conclusion

So long as the injection velocity, v , into the accelerating
o

electrode is sufficiently slower than a critical value, it is observed

that the discharge current behaves as a form of damping oscillation

with respect to time. In this case the time-dependence of the projectile

velocity is far more complicated than the one discussed in the original

literature of this accelerator . However, the velocity increase per

stage becomes particularly simple form as given by (20), if the each

accelerating electrode has sufficient length as described by the

inequality (21). The final velocity can be described by the injection

speed multiplied by a function of the parameter 'r as defined by (25)in

the case of 5-staged accelerator.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A Schematic drawing of an electro-magnetic accelerator with

both the explosive injector and the ferromagnetic guard ring

for the insulator cylinders.

Fig. 2 A possible coniiguaration of the electrodes and the

ferromagnetic insulator for the culculation of the inductance.
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Eq. (19) of IPPJ - 788 should read


